SUBJECT: COMMITTEE ON ANTI-DUMPING PRACTICES

1. AS INSTRUCTED BY THE COMMITTEE AT ITS LAST MEETING IN OCTOBER 1975 (L/4241, PARAGRAPH 20), THE SECRETARIAT HAS CIRCULATED A DOCUMENT, COM.AD/W/51, CONTAINING A SYSTEMATIC INVENTORY OF PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF ANTI-DUMPING.

2. IT WILL BE RECALLED THAT THE COMMITTEE INVITED ITS MEMBERS TO PROVIDE ANY WRITTEN CONTRIBUTION THEY MIGHT WISH TO MAKE IN PREPARATION FOR A MEETING, TO BE HELD IN FEBRUARY OR MARCH 1976, AT WHICH DOCUMENT COM.AD/W/51 WOULD BE CONSIDERED.

3. THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE ARE ACCORDINGLY INVITED TO SUBMIT THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
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OBJET: COMITE PES PRATIQUES ANTIDUMPING

1. COMME LE COMITE L'EN AVAIT CHARGE, A SA DERNIERE REUNION TENUE EN OCTOBRE 1975 (L/4241, PARAGRAPHE 20), LE SECRETARIAT A DISTRIBUE SOUS LA COTE COM.AD/W/51 UN DOCUMENT CONTENANT UN CATALOGUE SYSTEMATIQUE DES PROBLEMES ET DES QUESTIONS CONCERNANT LES PRATIQUES ANTIDUMPING.

2. IL EST RAPPELE QUE LE COMITE A INVITE SES MEMBRES A DEPOSER TOUTES COMMUNICATIONS ECRITES QUE ILS DESIRENT FOURNIR POUR CONTRIBUER A LA PREPARATION D'UNE REUNION QUI DOIT SE TENIR EN FEVRIER OU MARS 1976, ET AU COURS DE LAQUELLE LE DOCUMENT COM.AD/W/51 SERA EXAMINE.

3. LES MEMBRES DU COMITE SONT DONC INVITES A DEPOSER LEURS COMMUNICATIONS A LEUR PLUS PROMPTE CONVENANCE.
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